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Split	Testing	–	Live	Demo	and	Approach	
 

Welcome. Hi, Jennifer. Hi, Marissa. Hi, Renee. So good to see you. I just ran into a little technical 
difficulty with my slides and I was like, oh darn, where are the... Anyway, we got it. Oh, and I've got food 
in my teeth. I had, no, I don't. Maybe I don't. I don't know. Hi guys. Hi, Nicole. Hi, Keith. Hi, Katie. Good 
to see you guys. Awesome. Again, I apologize for being late here, and you know what? I don't need 
these, because I can't hear you anyway, so I don't need my earbuds in. I'm just going to get situated. 
Calm myself down. Just a little technical issue. I am excited. 

Today, what we're going to do is I'm going to cover the, I'm going to first start, if you were here last 
week, a lot of you were, I'm going to cover the slides first and then we're going to go into the live demo 
and these are going to be split into two sections in the course. And the whole video will also be available 
as well in a section. We'll make sure people are getting the recordings. 

And let me just go ahead and share my slides here. And if you have questions about the slides, 
definitely, I'll try and answer those as we go. Sometimes it's possible, it's going to be better that to 
answer that in the live demo. Let's just do this. Whoops, what happened? That's so weird, again with the 
crazy. I've got some sort of subtitles going on. Hold on. I don't need subtitles. That's bizarre. All right. I 
don't know why it's giving me subtitles. I don't need that. Oh my gosh. What if this is not my day for 
technology? Hold on just a second. Stop subtitles. Okay, there we go. 

Now I'm going to share my screen. And going to get back to the chat. And here we are. Okay, awesome. 
We're good dive into this. Hopefully, everyone can. I think you can see my screen now. And we're going 
to dive into this. I'm super excited. And welcome if you're just joining. Like I mentioned, we're going to 
have the first section is going to be all slides. Second section's going to be all live demo. Let's get started. 
Let me pause to cut off all this weirdness in the beginning. Pause. Breathe. All right. Now find the 
advance. Here we are. 

Welcome everyone. We are talking about the basics of split testing. We're also going to take a deeper 
dive into the demo in the next section. I'm excited about this. Let's dive in. Here's what you'll learn. We'll 
talk about split testing to find split testing best practices, some methods, naming conventions, and a 
little example. Split testing defined, it's really just changing one thing at a time and keeping all the other 
variables the same. And that means we'll know which variable led to the change in results. It can also 
mean, sometimes people think of it this way, is we divide a group up into two and test them separately 
to see which one does better. 

I've had people get a little bit confused with this term. When I'm talking about split testing, I'm really 
just talking about isolating variables so that we know what did best. And if you create, because what 
happens is if you create all these different variations with different targeting, different headlines, 
different texts, and then one does better than the other, you really don't know which change made the 
difference. If you're looking at this in a hierarchy here, we've got the campaign level, which is our 
objective. And then the ad set level if we were looking at testing different audiences and you guys have 
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seen this a bunch of times before, this is kind of the way I talk about it is we're grouping some different 
targeting and we're testing these different targets against each other. 

Now in a perfect world, we would test all the different keywords by themselves, but we oftentimes 
don't have that kind of budget. We might be grouping similar things together. And then underneath 
each of these ad sets, there is just one type of text, one image. And those all look the same, the ad looks 
exactly the same so that when we look at our results, we'll say, oh, for sure, this targeting did better 
than the other targeting. And now we can move forward with that targeting as our best performer and 
then continue to iterate and test different things there. That's how that looks. 

You can also do things like split testing retargeting, for example, you could test maybe video views, 
people who've watched your videos, people who have been to your website and people have been to 
your, or who are on your email list. That would be an example here. Now, each of these groups has to 
be large enough to test. Usually, it's maybe 200 or more in each of these groups. A lot of times for small 
clients, what I'm doing is grouping all the retargeting into one and figuring, hey, it's going to be, the 
frequency will get too high if I separate all of these different audiences into tiny little groups. And it's 
okay if we lump them all in the same group, they might behave a little bit differently or it'll help the 
algorithm if we're able to show it to a larger group of people. 

You can also split test placements, because the placements are at that ad set level. If you select multiple 
placements, you are letting Facebook decide where your ad is going to be placed and how much budget 
it's putting into each placement. Sometimes when I want to be super focused with a placement, make 
sure I know that that placement is getting a dedicated budget, then I will separate them out into 
different ad sets. Now, again, story targeting, story placement is going to be a smaller group because not 
as many people are hanging out in the stories in Facebook and Instagram. Well, some people hang out in 
Instagram Stories a lot, but it's going to be a smaller group than the feed placement. You're going to 
have to adjust the budget accordingly based on what your full budget is. You may not be able to spend 
$200 a day on story placement. That especially depends on your audience size as well. 

Then we're going to look at split testing images. Now, if we wanted to do this perfectly, we would have 
to allocate the budget at the ad set level, because that's where the budget is allocated. And if we 
wanted to perfectly test images, this is how we would set the test up, where we'd have three different 
ad sets with three different images and the audiences would all be the same in each of these ad sets. 
Now you are in this situation going to be competing against yourself with these three ad sets. I don't 
find that to be a huge problem unless you were spending lots and lots of money on each ad set, maybe 
then you're cannibalizing yourself and not doing well, but you typically wouldn't want to spend a huge 
amount of money on each of these tests, you would be testing at a lower level, and then you would be 
using that perfect, that best image, and then scaling from there. That's how that would work. 

And this is actually how Facebook sets up their testing when they do this A/B testing that I'll talk about 
in a little bit. They actually do it at the campaign level, they do three different campaigns. They would 
have each of those set up at that campaign level. And Jennifer is asking, how long do you run each test? 
I usually run it for three to four days and then I'm able to get some significant results. Now it depends on 
what that cost per result is going to be. 

For example, I have some clients that have, I have something like a hair in mouth. It's really bothering 
me. Casual these things. Like I have a client whose cost per lead is like $25. And so, if you only allocated 
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$25 per day for the test, you would only get three leads there possibly over three days. And that 
wouldn't be very significant results. If one got two leads and the other got three leads, you can't 
definitively say yes, this ad definitely performed better than the other. Sometimes you either have to 
have a bigger testing budget or you have to have a longer runway to a longer test time if you only want 
to cap that spend, for example. There's no perfect answer to that either. 

I want to make sure people realize that you get campaign budget optimization is not for perfectly split 
testing your campaigns because Facebook allocates the budget very differently underneath this whole 
structure. Sometimes ad set number one will get way more budget than ad set number two or three. 
And we are not able to definitively say, yes, ad set number one definitely outperformed it. It is a little bit 
of the algorithm working for you, but if you really are trying to understand which keyword or which 
image or which text, for example, is the best for you, you're going to be a little bit more proactive about 
setting the budget and making sure each of those variables gets a dedicated budget so that you can 
compare apples to apples. 

Now sometimes, here's an example of sometimes something I might be doing. And I talk about this a 
little bit later as well is I might, because lot of times, you don't a long testing period, you don't have a 
long runway to do these tests. And sometimes I'm doing some of these tests in the background before I 
actually need to run my campaign, but a lot of times, you're like, I get it, life happens and you don't have 
as much time to do a full test. 

I might run a couple different images underneath each audience and just maybe do a little bit more 
manually controlling of which ones are running on and off. If like for example, I see that Facebook has 
decided that image number one gets all the budget right away, I might say, you know what? Let me just 
shut off image number one to force Facebook to spend the budget on image number two and see how 
that does and see if it's actually image number one is better or image umber two is better. Sometimes 
I'm doing a little bit more manually controlling things and running more things at once, if that makes 
sense. 

Oh yeah. Here's an example that really puts in some keywords in there. For example, if I knew my 
demographic was United States women, 35 to 55, I might put in small business owner as a keyword and 
entrepreneur as a job title, as an example. Ad set number two, I might do keywords of a certain fan 
pages. And then ad set number three, I might do a lookalike audience where buyers of my product, for 
example, and then just test each of those audiences very specifically with just one ad underneath it. 

One of the questions people come up with is they say, can we run the ads simultaneously, because there 
is going to be possibly some overlap between the audiences, someone could be in an entrepreneur job 
title and also a fan of Mari Smith, for example. It's not a pure, pure test in that way, because you may 
not which one, like they might've seen the other one and then converted on the other ad. I mean, like if 
we're really trying to be pure, pure, pure, then you would run the ads consecutively so that's all that's 
running during that time. And again, just a reminder about the campaign budget optimization, that we 
don't want to share that. 

And actually, this is just another way to go about and show the different demographics and how you 
might break those out. Sometimes I'm putting these into more of like an Excel spreadsheet, so I can like 
make notes in the tracking there and say, try this, here's what happened. A lot of times, I'm mostly just 
using the Ads Manager to review what's going on. 
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Then you're going to split test some other things, you might split test text on an image versus no text on 
an image, a different type of text on an image. And actually, I'd love to hear you guys, I always love 
doing these little tests here and seeing what people think converted the best. Tell me which image, one, 
two or three, we're going left to right, did the best in this test? Two twos and one one. Number two, 
one, one, oh, it's like pretty evenly split between one and two. 

Yeah. Here is the amazing thing. And again, this is why we test. Image number three has really knocked 
it out of the park in terms of purchase conversions for this. This is kind of a free webinar that they do, 
and then they do, it leads to a purchase. And image number three got twice as many purchases, twice as 
good return on ad spend basically. And it's got a lot of text on it, it's not even showcasing the bright 
colors that are under there, but it did the best. That is why we test. Oh yeah, the engagement is much 
lower. I was pulling in things from different things. That is true that the engagement is a little bit lower 
on this one. I was pulling from different campaigns and then looking at them as a whole. 

And actually, to be fair, image number two was the second best and it was the second best in other 
ways. That's the other thing is that it got a little bit lower cost per lead, cost per signup to the free 
webinar, but image number three did better in the purchases, and I'm talking about in the same 
audience. That's the other thing too, is that these are in the same audience. And we definitely found 
they had been running a lot of images with no text on them. And when I switched everything to text, 
their return on ad spend just completely exploded. I mean that, and some other changes I made. I 
definitely, some people say that no text is better, but I do not find that, although I have found that in 
one or two cases, that's not true. I have a client where we tested text and no text, and actually, the no 
text did better for her. 

It is fascinating, Keith. It's like, oh man, just I'm always, that's why I have to try and you take your 
emotions out of it and you do these tests that are much scientific because you just don't know. And I 
guess wrong all the time, all the time. Like I mentioned before, with shorter timeframes, I am adding 
multiple images, multiple ads underneath audiences and trying to shortcut that just a little bit, because 
sometimes we just don't have that runway. 

Other test ideas, short copy versus long copy. I will say that in general, for a lot of my clients, I find 
longer copy works better, but I also, e-commerce, I think a lot of times a short copy can work really well 
there. It can depend again, we have to test. We can test headlines. I don't find huge differences in 
headlines. I find the major differences are in the demographics and the images. Sometimes I'm finding a 
little bit more if like in the copy of the whole ad because you might be describing things in a different 
way or hitting more pain points. In general, my order of working on things is demographics, then copy, 
then, or no, I'm sorry, demographics, then images, then copy, possibly headlines. 

And then also, optimization is a big thing. If you can optimize around different things, it depends on how 
much data you have, how much pixel information you have, but I've tested like add to cart versus 
purchase sometimes, sometimes I'm optimizing further down the funnel versus, I always like to go 
further down the funnel as possible, rather than sending as much traffic to a page as possible. 

Katie is asking, what is the difference between doing ads for Instagram from Facebook versus on the 
Instagram platform? I've never done ads directly on Instagram. I assume it's similar to boosting. And yes, 
so it seems like Facebook favors the Facebook platform over IG when running an ad on both platforms 
from Facebook, would you agree? I'm not quite sure on that last part, but definitely, I always set up my 
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ads, my Instagram ads from the Facebook platform. There's just, I mean, to me, it's clear because I've 
been working in that longer, but I do also think that there are more little things to toggle and available 
things. The Instagram platform is a little more simplified and so it's a lot clearer what exactly is being set 
up to me in the Facebook platform. 

And I just find that it's easier than doing it on a phone, because that's how you'd have to set it up. And 
just making sure that you've got the campaign structure set up correctly in the way that you want. It's 
more like boosting a post, how easy it is and you have a few little buttons to click there versus on the 
Facebook platform, where you're able to really control a lot more of things like all the different settings 
that are available. 

Now let's talk about split test methods, split testing methods. One is, or there's two basic methods that I 
will talk about. There's Facebook's own A/B tool and A/B testing tool. And I have a video on that, that I 
will put in the resources section so you can see that on how that's set up. I don't ever use that. I never 
do. 

I am going to teach you my method, which is the duplicating method, because when you set up the A/B 
test, when you hit that button or set it up from the beginning, what it's doing is setting up two full 
campaigns. It creates two separate campaigns, and it has some weird naming with those campaigns. 
And then it structures the test around, it gives you a recommended budget. Sometimes it's weird. And 
sometimes there aren't things that you can change that you want to change, but what will happen after 
this setup is that you'll then get the result, you'll get to the end of the test and you'll get to the result. 
What I don't like about it is that you've now got this test separate. And I like to have the freedom to be 
able to then run that ongoing or maybe add things to that structure and just do it a little more 
controlled, because I'm sort of a control freak. 

You can, if you, a lot of times, people get confused too, is when they start a campaign, you'll see this A/B 
test option. And like I said, I never recommend doing that because if you have a different campaign plan, 
this is going to mess it up. What you want to do is just structure your campaign with the different things 
that you're going to have underneath there. And maybe you're creating sort of a sandbox of tests within 
there and duplicating and turning things off yourself. This is an option. I'll give you a video that shows 
you a little bit more about that, but my preferred method is the duplicate. 

What you're going to do is you're going to navigate to the level that you want to test something 
different at. For example, if I were going to create a new audience, like say, I've got these different 
audiences here and I want to test something different, maybe it's different keywords, maybe it's a 
different lookalike audience, what I would do is navigate down to the ad set level, I would check that 
particular set up here and I would hit the duplicate and it will then pull over a whole new ad set. And I'm 
going to show this in the live demo, because it's much easier to see what's going on at this point. That is 
my preferred method. And I'll show you more about that in the ad level as well, because it's important 
to know which level you're duplicating at so you can understand, hey, we're just creating new ad here, 
or hey, we're really testing the audience or the placement or something else that is at that ad set level. 

A couple of comments here. Oh, Jennifer is saying that I noticed when you run Instagram via Ad 
Manager, the engagement doesn't show on the IG page. Yeah, that is definitely a factor, Jennifer, that if 
you want that engagement there, that you're, but it is like boosting a post versus creating that ad. Katie 
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is asking, in your opinion, what is good short copy in regards to actual content versus long copy? Yeah, 
it's definitely about capturing that attention. 

And with short copy, I would definitely lead with that transformation and that benefit, like what is 
someone going to get? For example, I just bought, I love buying things from Facebook because I like to 
see their process. I don't know if you guys have seen those really funny videos about laundry detergent 
and how much water you're wasting with and how much plastic you're creating and how environmental 
is. And they're really fun and funny and humorous. Maybe I'm just getting it because I'm a mom and I do 
a lot of laundry, I don't know, but anyway, I get those ads and I finally bought that little sheet. It's like a 
little sheet that's like for the laundry detergent rather than water. 

And one of their main points is to stop killing the environment and stop wasting all this water. That 
would be something you'd want to lead with in the short copy. And I don't know exactly what their, I'll 
have to go look and see what their copy was. Theirs was more of a funny video. When you have a video 
that really explains it, then I wouldn't do the long copy as much there either because you want people to 
watch the video perhaps. 

It's very specific based on whatever product you're selling, but I would definitely think of that end 
transformation or benefit that someone's really getting from choosing that product, that freebie, that 
special deal or whatever it could be. And it could be maybe that's limited time and that's all you need to 
say, but sometimes it's really just a matter of getting people over to the website with some curiosity, 
possibly, and then being able to have more information on the website. 

All right. Some best practices. And I have a lot of different little tips for you here on split testing. 
Definitely, I always recommend starting with the demographics. The demographics is going to be the 
biggest change that you'll see in how an ad does. Now, if you're a local audience, you're going to skip 
right down to images and or video at that point. Definitely start with the images or start with the 
demographics. Next would be changing out the images and trying different things there. Next would be 
the text of the ad. That may or may not include the headline. And then I would also say placement is a 
big option there too, because testing Instagram versus Facebook, I've seen a lot of big differences 
between those two. 

And then advanced techniques, split testing different landing pages or lead magnets. And there's a lot 
more that you can really test in here. And a lot of times, there's endless audiences you can test. With 
clients that I've been running ads for years for them, it's really about just trying to find those new 
audiences, rotating in new things, as we get better and better pixel data, narrowing that down to better 
and better seed audiences that we're going to create lookalikes from. 

And then Keith is asking what age ranges do you suggest for demographics? And it really depends on 
your audience. A lot of the people I work with don't focus on a little bit older age range, and I think you 
do have to consider the platform too. For example, if I was trying to target 18 to 30 year olds, I'm going 
to focus more on Instagram. I had a client where we were focusing on med school and we just mostly 
ran the ads more on Instagram. We did find that Facebook converted, though, because some of the 
students were on Facebook for different groups. Things like that, not super often, but they were there. It 
just really depends. 
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I also like to always focus, sometimes I have clients who're like, "Oh, anyone from 25 to 65 could be my 
client." I'm like, "Yes, but who are your best buyers? Who's really buying your product more?" That's 
where you want to focus, because while might have some buyers in that upper or lower age range, for 
example, you always want to focus on the sweet spot. A lot of times, when I'm advertising, I advertise a 
little bit more towards women because that is, and Keith, I'm glad you're here, and other men, I'm glad 
they are here in my group, but a lot of times I'm getting a little bit better conversion results from the 
women. Keith, you're very progressive. That's what it is. 

Yes, some other split testing best practices, try to only change one or two things per ad. If you're 
changing lots and lots of things, then you're not going to know which leads to the change. Run each test 
for the same budget. And also think about like, if you're testing a retargeting audience versus a lookalike 
audience, those are very different audiences. They're warm versus cold. I wouldn't necessarily split test 
that, that would still be two campaigns that I would run no matter what if I was trying to get sales or 
things like that. 

I mentioned the significance, and actually, you know what? I have not tested this link in awhile, but 
there is a split test calculator and decision tool that talks about, were your results significant enough? If 
you had X number of visitors and you had, say, you had 25 visitors and 33 visitors and we had four opt-
ins versus three opt-ins, what they're saying is that is not enough, that's not a clear winner there. That's 
the kind of thing you need to think about. Now, the problem with this tool is sometimes you have to 
have really wildly different results to have a clear winner, whereas a lot of times, I'm saying, it's pretty 
clear and you want to maximize the best performer earlier rather than waiting for those significant 
results. 

But I will also mention that what can happen as you scale an audience up, a lot of times, it will then start 
growing in cost to end up meeting that other, getting higher and higher, because when we first started 
advertising, we're picking off the low hanging fruit from an audience of people who are more likely to 
convert. Then once you start scaling, your results start degrading. And that's just a natural thing that 
happens. It's very hard to keep those results exact as you scale. 

Split testing best practices, like I mentioned, you are competing against yourself. I don't worry about 
that very much. Sometimes people ask if you should start a split test on the weekends. It can depend a 
little bit on the audience if your audience is B2B, B2C, when they're online, things like that. I try not to 
start a split test if I really want some pure results. I try not to start a split test on a weekend. I like to 
start it on Mondays, just to, again, be a little more standardized there. 

And then just to make sure people always understand that whenever we're trying to test something 
new, we're never editing and continuing to run. We're never editing the demographics text or 
placement of an ad, we're always duplicating and renaming so that we're keeping that data pure. We 
never want to like, just if the ad is not working, don't tweak it, just stop it, duplicate, start something 
new and rename it so it's clear what is new in that ad. 

And then sometimes I'm recommending, if you're thinking that you're going to be scaling your ads 
higher, what I like to do is start with, have a sandbox for testing. We're using an ad set budget 
optimization campaign for the testing and then we're rotating those best performers into a campaign 
budget optimized structure so that we know this is a good performer, we're just rotating it in there, and 
we're scaling that campaign, budget optimized structure higher and letting Facebook then find the 
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algorithm find the best place to be spending that money. And usually, with that, I'm always having four 
to five ad sets in a CBO campaign and three to five images underneath each ad set. And I do break these 
rules. These aren't hard and fast rules. I will break these rules myself. This is just a suggestion. 

Let's talk about naming conventions. With the split testing, you are going to want to be able to read your 
reports so it's super clear what is actually happening. And I've changed my naming conventions over the 
years, but what I like to do is just have the type of ad or the goal or the campaign name be focused 
around that particular thing. And then we've got the demographic, any unusual features. Sometimes 
people like to have all kinds of abbreviations. And that's great if you know what all the abbreviations 
are. I definitely have started doing more, LAL is a lookalike audience abbreviation. I also like to try and 
make it clear if I'm working with clients to make it clear for them when they're looking at the reports to 
know what all that is. That's just, I don't know, kind of user-friendly there. 

And then the ad text or features. For example, like if there's a free ebook, I might say, whatever that 
ebook would be, and then I might have conversions. And then I will definitely name it conversions versus 
lead gen if I'm doing a lead generation objective versus sending people to the website for a conversion 
objective, maybe it's an event ad. And then ad set, I might do, I probably I do much more abbreviating 
these days because it gets really long otherwise. Those are some examples for naming conventions. 

Here's what this looks like, the goal, the objective, whatever objective that might be. For example, oh, 
this is a really old slide. That's funny. I haven't changed it. Facebook changes, webinar 2019, 
conversions. I probably would just say conversions. And I have a lot of clients that have webinars that 
happen every other week. We're always naming, we're having the webinar name or the week name in 
there so that it's really clear to us when we're looking at the reports how things did. And this, again like 
ad sets, these are so old. That's so funny. I have not updated these particular slides in a while since 
2016, these are the only slides I haven't updated. This is all updated. 

Here's an example. This is what it looks like. Like the kitten conference conversion, 1% lookalike 
audiences, and then multi-image. Then there's another example to the right where I've got the ad name 
in there, but we didn't put the full campaign name in there because you can have the campaign name in 
one of the columns. And the way that they're pushing this data into their system, they don't want a long 
name in their ad, because they're pushing it all the UTM data in at each level. We're just putting a little 
bit of information in there at each level. Those are some examples. And it really is, naming conventions 
are for your benefit. It's all up to you. 

Now let's talk about a split testing flow example. If we were really doing kind of a pure test around split 
testing, here's how it would work. We would have two ads, exactly the same. Oh, wait. Let's see. I didn't 
change this. This is one other image that I, or one other thing that I did not change. Okay. Oh yeah. Two 
ads, exactly the same, and we're going to be testing our best demographic. And then we're going to run 
the ads for 25 to $50 each over the span of three to four days. And then we're going to see which 
demographic performed better. Now we're going to test the best demographic with two new images, 
for example. This is really terrible slide. I apologize. 

Let's just get to the demo. We'll get to the demo. Let's talk about what you learned here this section. We 
talked about split testing defined, best practices, methods, naming conventions, and then the split 
testing flow example, which is going to be much clearer in the demo that is coming right after this video 
if you're listening to the recording. All right. I'm just pausing there so that I can cut this later. Okay. Let's 
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get to the demo. All right. Let me just pop this up a little bit and I will screen share a little bit in just a 
second. Let's get to, okay. All right. Let me just screen share. And if you guys have any specific questions 
about split testing, let me know. 

All right, everyone. Hello and welcome to this section of the online demo, where we're going to talk 
about split testing and how to go about it. Like I mentioned, what I recommend for split testing is really 
the duplication method. In the resources area, I'm going to put the link to talk about the A/B testing 
that's available here from Facebook. But like I mentioned, I don't really like that option. It's just a little 
bit limited and I like to have a little more control over what I'm testing here. 

In this example here, we've got some different campaigns and they have different events going on 
online and there's a United Space Alliance event. There's a Cat Conference, there's a Kitten Conference. 
And I've got the campaign name here. It's optimized around this order received conversion that they've 
got. And when I drill down into it, now I'm taking a look at all the different audiences I'm running. And 
you can see here that I've already turned one audience off, I'm going to switch this to performance and 
clicks. And this is really a little bit more of, it's not like this example is not really a pure split test here. 

The split test with this is ongoing because we're running this over a couple of months and we're just 
trying some different things. If you look here, we had, I don't even know how this happened, but this 
had a super high cost per result here. Oh, I know that we had problems with the tracking to start with. 
This is clearly turned off, but what we're doing is we're rotating in new audiences, as we find that some 
of the audiences may not be as good, we're getting some different results here. 

For example, we had, like if we look at the lifetime of results, we're seeing this cost per result here, but 
if we look at last week, we had a pretty high cost for this one particular audience here. And we kicked 
off a new lookalike purchases audience here. What we did to do that is we just we wanted to create a 
new audience. We just checked this example, well, let's just actually, we would possibly look at, well, all 
of the audiences are the same. Hold on. Yeah, it doesn't really matter which we duplicate because the 
way we've set it up, we've got the same ads underneath each one. Let's just duplicate. No, that's 
retargeting. Let's not duplicate that. We're going to duplicate this. 

What we would do here is we would say, let's just, we want to have a different audience. I'm going to 
duplicate this. And when I duplicate it, I'm also duplicating all of the images underneath that. I also have 
to make sure that I've changed the name underneath that audience. 

Keith is asking, how many purchases did you have before creating the purchase lookalike? And that's a 
great question too. Let's go in and go into the Events Manager. And typically, I would say you want to 
have 200 or more, especially because to create a lookalike, you have to have a 100 events in the same 
country. And I like to just say, let's have 200 or more. And the problem is we can't see what's exactly 
going on with past the last 28 days, but we can see here there's 344 purchases within the last 28 days. 
That's pretty good. I might even do like, oh, perfect, perfect. Keith, that's terrible. That's really bad pun 
there. 

I could even say like, let's do a lookalike of the last 15 days. So that might be something I would test next 
is if I get good results from a lookalike purchase audience, I might do lookalike purchase of 190 days, 
maybe I do lookalike purchase of a 60 days, or especially because these events are different, they might 
be hitting some different people that is interested in each of these events. I might want to contain the 
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lookalikes to the more recent purchases to hopefully get more similar people to the people who are 
interested in this event. 

Let's go back to the Ads Manager and talk about the duplication. Now I'm going to get back into that 
campaign and I'm going to blow this up a little. Two to do, this is why I have tea because I have to think 
about. Let's just go ahead and duplicate. Let's duplicate this one. And I will hit the duplicate. And I'm just 
duplicating everything. I like to make sure that the existing comments are on the new ads so it's showing 
that social proof. I'm going to hit duplicate here. And then what happens is it pulls over this whole thing 
over to the left and everything in the blue and the green is all new. You can see I'm breaking my own 
rules. I've got one, two, three, four, five, six, six images underneath there, but one is actually off because 
it was an early bird kind of mentioned. 

I'm duplicating this. And this is the new stuff. And all down here is the old stuff. I'm going to duplicate 
this. And now I'm going to say US, 25 and plus. I'm going to say, let's just, we'll just do a lookalike. I'm 
going to do lookalike 30 days purchase. Whoops, lookalike purchase 30 days. And then I'm going to 
remove the copy here from that because it's creating a copy, it's going to put copy in there. And now the 
conversion event is the order received. And I've got the budget here. And I've got the saved audience 
that's coming up, but I'm going to create a new audience because we're creating this new split test and 
I'm going to create the new audience here. And now it reverts to having everything being generic. 

I'm going to do, [inaudible 00:47:58] ads lookalike order received. Oh yeah, lookalike 30 day purchase. I 
am going to create a new audience because I don't see the lookalike. Let's just look and see. Yeah, the 
lookalike 30 day purchase isn't in there. I can create a new audience on the fly. I'm going to create the 
lookalike audience on the fly and I'm going to do 30 day purchase. Oh, it's not coming up. This is I 
promise Facebook. It's like kind of a pain. 

Okay, here we go. If I just type P, it starts with the value based sources, but you have to click over to the 
other sources and I've got 30 day purchases right here for the custom audience. I'm going to just keep 
everything the same. We're going to do 1%. And I'm going to hit the create audience. Now that is exactly 
the way I want it there, but we also want to have the other demographics, US, 25 plus in there, and 25 
plus and US and we're targeting women. And there we are. Now, yes, so, if I were you, I could also 
exclude the fact that they've already bought so they wouldn't see the ad again. I'm not doing that in this 
case because they have multiple things that are being sold at the same time. I'm not going to exclude 
purchases. I could. Yeah, there's lots I could do there, but I'm just, we're not doing that for this particular 
client. Normally, I would. 

We've got manual placements. We are showing this on Facebook and Instagram newsfeed only. And so 
that's another thing to look at is to say, we'll look at the breakdown report and see how that does. Now 
the only thing I'm changing is this audience. I'm going to keep everything else the same in here. 
Everything else is the same. And I'm going to, all six images underneath are also duplicated. I'm going to 
hit publish. And now what's going to happen is that it's going to duplicate with this new audience all the 
new images, but I have to go down and drill down and rename those images underneath to reflect the 
fact that I have now created a new audience for those particular images, because they're going to have 
the old name copied underneath there. 

Now I've got lookalike purchase 30 days. And now I'm going to, if I drill down into that audience by 
clicking on it, they're all in review. And I'm going to look here, and it still says this Best Friends Animal 
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Society, but it now is the lookalike audience. I'm going to check all of these ads underneath here, and 
I'm going to do a find and replace here. I'm going to do a find and replace and I'm going to replace the 
Best Friends. You have to type it exactly right. Animal Society and ASPCA. That's that. And I'm going to 
now say, lookalike purchase 30 days, and I'm going to save that. And now all those names are correct, 
and I can hit review and publish here to publish all of those name changes so that it's super clear with 
what's being run when I look at each level. 

That's how I would duplicate. And this isn't really a pure split test, like I said, because I've got all these 
different images underneath here. And it's not really perfect. But I want to just show you how I duplicate 
and create these tests. And this is also for ongoing running of ads is like, if you're like, okay, let's rotate 
in new audience, let's test something new. And now let's take a look at one other quick thing. And I 
think there's some questions I want to get to too, because I know we're approaching the top of the hour 
here. 

I know that these are both being run on Facebook and Instagram. Now, if I wanted to look for 
opportunities on what I could test next or split out, I might say, hey, let's just find out what is giving us 
better results, what placement is giving us better results. I'm going to look at the breakdown report and 
I'm going to do by delivery, and then I'm going to do by platform. Yeah, I just do by platform. Placement 
would be the other way if you wanted to look at the stories and things like that. I'm going to do my 
platform and I'm going to see that, for example, on this one, Instagram has not given any purchases on 
any of these, is that right? But that hasn't gotten a lot of reach. Let's go look at the reach over here and 
what's been spent at each level. And you can see, so you can see that Facebook is really clearly the 
winner here in terms of where it's being spent. 

I might say let’s, we haven't gotten any purchases on Instagram and the, I'm not, again, I'm not really 
testing that placement. I might say let's just test Instagram by itself. And I think I've actually already 
done that at some point, but let's just test Instagram and dedicate a budget to Instagram placement and 
see if we can get what the cost per purchases for that one and run that. And as it stands, I'd probably be 
better off taking Instagram out of this campaign, because it's just wasting that $3.40 cents for example, 
or $4, because it's not enough to, it's just taking away from the Facebook placement at this point, not 
giving us a large enough dollar amount. 

And I can also get a gauge too, to see are people interested on Instagram? Is it even getting any link 
clicks there? And I can see right here on this one, it's costing, that one is costing a lot more for a link 
click, but this one costs a lot less. I might say that's a possible opportunity there that that has not been 
tested as well. And the click-through rate is higher in this case too. That might be something to test next, 
for sure. 

Let's get to some questions, lots of good questions coming in. Jennifer is asking, I wanted to confirm the 
purchases show anytime the purchase pixel is fired, if it didn't come from the ad. That is correct that in 
that events area, you're seeing all of the purchase pixel fires, and it's only being attributed to an ad if, 
depending on what attribution model you have. 

If you really want to be sure that the purchase is coming from the ad, what you want to do is do a 7-day 
click attribution window or a 1-day click attribution window, depending on how long you think it. Like 
for example, I have a client where we're running a special deal, a super quick sale. And I have the ad 
going from Facebook to the sales page with a 1-day click attribution, because I want to know for sure 
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they clicked on the ad, clicked over there, bought within one day, not like they clicked on the ad, clicked 
over there, got an email three days later, bought. That would still then be attributed to the Facebook ad 
because they clicked three days ago, even though they really bought from the email. Does that make 
sense? You want to think about how your attribution is set up in that case. 

Katie is asking when you story placements, how much time do you spend optimizing the ad for story 
format? I do spend a little bit of time. I definitely like to see how the ad's going to look. I actually don't 
use a lot of full image ads in the story placement, unless I were to put a lot of text on there too. I will 
sometimes like have a square image, but then optimize the color and the kind of template you can use 
some templates in there. And then it pulls in some of the text from the ad that I had written and that 
makes it look a little different. 

I have seen some really nice story ads from e-commerce sites where they're really pretty and optimized 
and there's still some text on the ad that makes you click over there. And a lot of times, it's more like a 
special deal, but I think if it's something a little more complex, you need a little more text in the ad. 
Sometimes you're having to either put more text in the image or pull the text in to the placement, but I 
always optimize a story out if I'm going to run it. 

Jennifer is asking difference between duplicate and quick duplicate. Quick duplicate is really just doesn't, 
it just ends up like duplicating it and you don't do any settings. Let's just do it. I'll show you. It doesn't 
pull everything over so you can, no, no, you know what? That's weird. I don't know what the differences 
is. It used to be like it would just like duplicate it and it would be done, but that's weird. I don't know. 
I'm not going to catch that. I'm going to discard that draft because that was a duplicate. That's funny. 

And then I'll also get to the other questions in there. Katie's asking, does IG placement ever do better 
than Facebook? For sure, it does. Yeah, for sure. I definitely do find that Facebook a lot does better a lot 
more often, it can depend on the product and the age range, though. I actually had an ad myself that 
did, even though it was talking about something more Facebook related, it did better on Instagram. And 
so again, just tests. 

And then I do also adjust the ads to be optimized for Facebook and Instagram differently because what 
happens with Instagram is that the headline isn't pulled in, it's just that first part of the text. You want to 
make sure that looks good too, because you might've written it with Facebook in mind, but then when 
you go look over at Facebook or the Instagram placement, you notice the headline isn't there and that's 
missing. And that's an important piece of the call to action there. You want to make sure that looks good 
too. And if that's the case, then you're going to break those out into two separate ad sets so that you 
can customize those ads differently. 

All right. Let's, and Alice had some questions in the question answer section. What about ads that demo 
in New Jersey only? It's a local. Yeah. You don't have to do a lot of split testing in that case. It's really 
about duplicating the images and trying different images. For example, I don't have it here, but I run ads 
for a Fred Astaire, local Fred Astaire Dance Studios. And with that, what we're really testing there are 
different offers, different images and some different texts. Sometimes we're playing around with the 
text to try and pull people in in different ways some of the different benefits of the dance lessons. Other 
times, we're like having a special offer that we're trying to promote and see if people would respond to 
that a little differently. And then it's also a lot of images testing. 
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And Alice is asking, with split testing, would the ad remain in the learning limited space state? Yes, that 
is quite true. It will remain in learning limited, especially if you're optimizing around conversions because 
it needs 50 conversions. I don't worry about learning limited at all, it's, Facebook's way to say let's spend 
more money until you get up to 50 or something. There is some optimization that comes into play, but 
there's no need to artificially inflate your budget just because Facebook tells you to. What's really 
important is the results you're getting and how can you get better and better results by testing different 
things to get that optimization to a better place within your budget, because, especially if you've got, I 
have another client where their leads are a $100 a piece. 

Well, if we had to, well, and actually, we do have pretty high budget for that one, but if that was the 
case, you'd be spending $50,000 a week on that. Is that right? Did I do the math right there? No, it's just 
5,000, right? I don't know, math. $5,000 a week, 50,000, somehow it's a lot of money you'll be spending 
just on that particular ad set. And if you're testing different things, then you're having to spend 5,000 
per ad set to get it out to learning limited. And so, again, it's about just like looking at your own results 
and analyzing those. 

Yes. And then let's just talk really quickly about, I'm going to clear the breakdowns here, and let's talk 
about testing at the, or duplicating at the ad level. Let's take a look at this and see what we've got here. 
And it looks like we have, that's interesting. With this, we had an early bird ad that stopped running 
because it was just like the early bird special expired. We stopped that running, but if we were going to 
say we're going to duplicate this for the final campaign where the time is running out to register for the 
event at all, what I might do in this case is I'm at the ad level and I would just hit the duplicate button. 

And then again, it pulls in the original campaign, we're just pulling in one copy here, I'm duplicating it. 
And then all I would do is change out this image or say I wanted to test a different image in that case. I 
would just keep everything else the same, I would change out this particular image and try something 
new. And I would rename it at the top to talk about the different image here. I would say early bird. And 
instead, I would say, closing soon. Oop, closing. And then I would just, well, in this case, I would have to 
change the text as well. I change the text, but if I was just changing it, trying a different image, I would 
just keep everything the same, I would just clear this image and put a new one in there and then I would 
hit publish. And then that one would be running. 

If I make a mistake, I'm going to just close this and I'm just going to discard the drafts. It's always 
important to discard your drafts when you're doing these, because if you have something wrong in there 
and you hit publish, then all the wrong things are going to get published. I'm always clearing the slate 
here and discarding the drafts. 

Awesome. I think that was all the questions we had. Thank you guys so much. And if you're listening to 
this recording, if you have any questions about testing, duplicating, setting these tests up, let me know 
and as to how it works in real life. And just ask any questions in the group. All right. Thanks everyone. 
Talk to you guys again soon. 

 

 

 


